
 

1650 Spruce Street, Suite 300 

Riverside, CA 92507 

   

 Meeting Minutes   

  
Meeting Date 11.09.2021  

To Hussain Agah, Mehran Mohtasham, Myra Nava 
 

From DLR Group 

Location via ZOOM  

Project RCCD: Sustainability and Climate Action Plan   

Project No. N/A  

Attendees Steven Marshall, Hussain Agah, Linsey Graff, Ron Kirkpatrick, Bart Doering, 
Myra Nava, Laurie Crouse, Prem Sundharam, Mehran Mohtasham, Tracy 
Bennett (Student Health Services), Shona O'Dea, Pete Lomas 

 

Purpose District Sustainability Committee: Benchmarking Group 1  

   
   

   

 
  
Agenda:  
  
   

• Recap previous Workshops (Values and Open House) 

• Establishing your Baselines 

• See, Feel, Measure Activity   
 

 
Link to Mural for Activity for Viewing only:  
https://app.mural.co/t/firstworkspace3639/m/firstworkspace3639/1635251391626/4aa893c5441c2ce60854344c2e0bf10610
5c6fa6?sender=lperez9220 
 
 
Minutes:  

 

• Recap Slides in Mural 
o Reviewed RCCD Top VALUES 
o Project Schedule 
o Tasks being completed to-date 
o RCCD Sustainability Committee reminder of Roles and Responsibilities.  

• Shared Top Takeaways from each College’s Open House 

• Establishing Your Baselines 
o Provided an overview of the California Community Colleges Climate Change (CCCCC) and Sustainability Efforts 

and Goals 
▪ Discussed the goals and whether a benchmark already exists or is underway. The following comments 

came from this discussion.  
. 

•  See, Feel, and Measure 
o After reviewing baselines, attendees worked on defining success further for Resiliency with the See, Feel, 

Measure activity (reference mural).  

https://app.mural.co/t/firstworkspace3639/m/firstworkspace3639/1635251391626/4aa893c5441c2ce60854344c2e0bf106105c6fa6?sender=lperez9220
https://app.mural.co/t/firstworkspace3639/m/firstworkspace3639/1635251391626/4aa893c5441c2ce60854344c2e0bf106105c6fa6?sender=lperez9220


D
D

Energy Use,
Decarbonization an
d 
Climate Justice

Recycling and 
Waste Reduction

Water and 
Eco-Systems

Health and 
Well-being

Resiliency

More

electrical

vehicle

chargers

Safety (both in

terms of

infrastructure

and personal

safety

standpoint)

Lack of bike

lanes on my

path to

campus

Not

coordinated

schedules with

other

employees

Metrolink not

available for

local

commute.

Time!  The bus

would take

nearly 3 times

as long as my

car.

Lack of public

transportation at

the right hours

Success from

Jennifer

switching to an

electric vehicle.

Showers

Facilities

needed for

bikers

public transportation

is not very equitable

for people with

disabilities in this are

Bike lanes/

safe paths

Bikers hit

by cars

Turn off

lights

Buy less

stuff

Close exterior

doors to keep

heat and ac in

the building

making adjustments to older

building to fit todays mindset

for ecofriendly. We have some

current building that are being

repurposed so making

adjustments such as light

fixtures like Mehran mentioned

Need to change this: The

library keeps the all the

lights on all night and

weekends. We also keep

the computers on. All 250

of them. We have asked for

this to be changed but go

unheard.

Minimize a/c

use in summer

and heat use

in winter

More solar-

powered

lights etc.?

Agreed on the solar! We

have a very large campus

that could use more solar.

We could also focus this

into a learning opportunity

for our community and

students.

Plug loads

of the

computers!

Create a

pledge to

reduce plug

loads!

Great point, Just FY we

converted over 80% of the

Digital Library fixtures/bulbs to

LED with 2017 Prop39 Fund to

reduce the energy consumption.

Solar lighting to

help with

exterior safety

on campus

Land use to

bring down the

impact of heat

island, even to

the vehicles.

So you want

solar over the

vehicle

parking areas.

As a geography and

environment major --

focuses on sustainability

topics. Scale of

environments from

individual to planet. Impact

of littles changes on larger

systems.

Educating

students can

turnaround and

educate family

and friends.

Food Rescue and

Waste Reduction

Ambassador

program through

City of Riverside

Packaging!!!!

Change Mindset:

There is a tremendous

amount of wasteful

behavior on campus.

Very disposable

mindset

Definitely education - for

EVERYONE on campus

from faculty to classified

professionals to

students. What can go in

which bin and why it's

important.

Reusable cutlery

and plates at least

for catering on

campus

Go

paperless

in our

processes

Refillable

whiteboard

markers

Bamboo

utensils

And it should. The

ground here by the

library in the grow area

is decomposed granite.

We have a need and

source. They need

connecting.

Related to Food

Waste: Food waste

goes into the trash.

It does not get

composted.

Actual have

a plan for

recycling!

We do not recycle. I have

seen trash being thrown

out right along with the

recycle bins. When asked,

they say they do not have

time to do the trash twice

or have multiple bins for

both.

We need a real recycling

program - mixed use and

green waste bin next to

every landfill bin.

Need to make sure our

campus community

understands HOW to

recycle and that it is

actually BEING recycled.

People have lost

confidence in the process,

and thus do not separate

their stuff

Started a clay waste

recycling process in the

ceramics studio but

lack the equipment to

do it on the scale that’s

necessary for the

ceramics program

Signage with

examples/pictures  of

commonly

accumulated waste

products

Custodial management

needs to support the

custodians in their effort to

manage the recycling.

They have to be given the

time to do so, and the

management has to

embrace the recycling

culture

It would be good, too,

if the campus

community was

educated as to what

happens when the

recycling is

contaminated.

At the Culinary

Academy, the City of

Riverside requires us

to recycle food waste

separately from

regular trash.

Our Sustainability

Champions program

hosted a drought-tolerant

landscaping workshop

this summer (but it wasn't

super well attended)

Highlight great

stories like

Brian's ceramic

3-bucket system

everything is

a teaching

experience.

Share what

facilities is doing

- recylced water

@ MVC

Have water

filters set up at

water fountains

and buildings

with need

We have a large

drainage ditch that is

cemented in. That

could be a good

place to have an

opportunity for

change.

Collect

rainwater

on campus

Our culvert is a great

opportunity to collect

some ground water for

distribution back to our

water table. or use for

later when we need our

plants watering.

3 bucket

clean up

system in our

glaze room.

Drought-

tolerant

plants,

succulents

Collect the colder

water when waiting

for it to heat up,

and use that colder

water to water

plants

Ditch the

grass!

It would be nice to

have a water feature

(interactive?) that uses

recycled water, maybe

something people-

powered

Pay attention to

drips/leaks, broken

sprinklers/geysers

Eat less meat (so

offer more / more

affordable veggie

options in campus

cafeteria)

Native plants

bring native

pollinators!

Sustainability

surprise of

reuse glaze

materials!

Sinks exist

for this

process as

well.

As long as we

don’t replace it

with concrete

 or fake grass!

Native plants

bring native

pollinators!

FUTURE

IDEA:

Something

people

powered

REFERENCE: There's a

great place in Tulsa,

Oklahoma called The

Gathering, I think.

Amazing interactive

outdoor space, beautiful

Sounds can be

calming and

restorative, too.

we need better open

spaces that have

calming sounds or

smells (ie plants). Most

are just set with

concrete benches and

grass.

what can we do to help

make our school more

environmentally

friendly? We want to be

more apart of the

process if it is engaging.

FUTURE

IDEA:

Recycled

water feature

People like the

grass in the

Quad

Access to Health and

Wellness center for

administrative

professionals, faculty,

administrators - currently

only for athletes and

classes

I go to 'green'

areas like by

the gym.

Outdoor

gym

FUTURE IDEA: It would be

nice to have some natural

paths when we are allowed

to take a break we do not

have a place where we can

just disengage.

Economic

issue as

well~

Current

paths are

concrete

We also need to

use the 30, 3x/wk

time to go and

exercise!

choice,

flexibility with

family needs

and children

Distance

and

Location

dedicated

bike lanes,

place to

store bikes

There's not

a train

running N/S

Public

transportation is

not available

during the time I

need

cost of

electric

vehicles

Safety - when

walking to and

from stops in

the dark

Charging

availability

for electric

vehicles

no Metro

train North

and South

Tax breaks?

Use of LED

Lighting

Turn off

lights and

computers

Improved

Infrastructure

Update

home

electrical

panel

Smart

thermostat Drive plug-

in hybrids

Remote

work and

classes

Use of

renewable

sources

Do not use

my personal

space heater

Use natural

light when

possible at

home

My building is off the

main campus so I walk

to "main campus"

instead of driving. I try

to encourage students

to do that too

Don't use so

much air-

conditioning.at

work open

windowa

Dedicated

kitchens/ room

instead of

individual-

personal

refrigerators

Close the

door when

teaching

Doesn't the State of

CA require 3 bin

disposal

everywhere?

College System has

goals around this

More recycle

bins and

picked up

timely

Would it be possible to

create our own recycling

center on campus and that

way our community

members could come here

to recycle their materials

and become more

connected to our campus?

more water

bottle refill

stations

Sell clean air

credits for profit

if we become

our own

recycling center

In the office, we have

paper recycling bins,

however when they

are not picked up I

think they are just put

in the trash?

Transparency if the

waste materials are

being recycled, we

have a broken

recycling system

Green

waste

Biofuel

systems

We can create a

mulching system

to possible create

a community

garden

Reduce water

bottle use by

More water

bottle fill

stations

QR codes

instead of flyers,

brochures,

general

handouts

Reduce my

paper waste by

not printing

unnecessarily.

Maybe Norco needs

better suppliers when

purchasing paper,

tissue, sanitary paper,

etc. for the campus

Use digital

boards to

replace paper

ads/fliers

Also, avoiding

paper applications

or questionnaires

for students, using

google forms.

Syllabus on

Canvas

instead of

printed

Bring own

dish for

takeout

food?

It's a chapter in

the

Environmental

Science class

How to infuse

this into turning

campus into a

LIVING LAB?

Other schools offer

a degree program in

Urban renewal and

sustainability more

on the BS Level

Helps

connect to

other

systems

And how it

can help

food

insecurity

And

regularly

change the

filters!!

roof top

gardens, and

rain water catch

via Cisterns and

pumps

Native

Landscape

in Biology 

bee

keeping

class =)

update irrigation

system to drip

system instead

of sprinkler

drought

friendly

plants

Vegan and

vegetarian

food options

limit meat

consumption

Change out

lawn to

rocks, etc.

Native plants to

support the

native species;

no weed killer,

no lawns.

Don’t water

the

driveway

Use energy/water

save shower

heads. Do not let

the water run when

washing dishes.

smart

irrigation

controls

Zen garden

not a lawn

more water

bottle refill

stations

Rain water

collection for

landscape

irrigation use

fixing leaks

Water

saving

toilets

REBATES!

Grants!

Plant fruit

trees for

shade and

food.

invest in

recycle

water for

irrigation

The need for a lawn is a

generational/assimilation

issue too.

Tend to the

Garden?

Rose

Garden!!!!

Informational

signage

Water feature

is a good

distressing

tool

The adarondac chairs

need to be cleaned. Full

of bird poo. I think I will

start bring my camping

chair and sit outside and

read (once I get more

time)

Designated walking

path with optional

mini exercise

stations (like at

some parks)

Herb garden,

mint and the

like?

aromatherapy!

sages are good

for that too!

if we want to

start an Ag

program, then a

small farm with

animals

shades on campus

---- solar PV

carport, high trees,

canopies

And how it

can help

food

insecurity

Someone

mentioned adding

exercise machines

on a walking trail

Stairwell

signage!!! 

students using

the shades in

the

amphitheater

If we ever get a

new library,

comfy spaces

would be a good

addition

petting

animals =

destress

We have a wild

hill behind

campus that

some walk on

NEEDED:

additional

picnic tables

The hike over

the hill is a

beautiful view of

the lake

mini-

horses!!!

Plants to

support

butterfly

habitat and

eco-systems

Offering

internships to

students in

sustainability

Wind

Turbines???

Some more art in

common spaces

that change

every few

months

at UC Davis

they have

hammocks

Solar

parkings

Movie style

Popcorn at

the cafeteria

public Hearing F.1. Proposed General Plan

Amendment and Change of Zone

Amending “Map LCC-4: General Plan Land

Use” of the Moreno Valley General Plan

and the City Zoning Atlas, Respectively,

Proposed Tentative Parcel Map 37944 for

Two (2) Lots, a Plot Plan for an

approximately 290,726 Square Foot Light

Industrial Building, and a Plot Plan for an

approximately 98,877 Square Foot Light

Industrial Building

JOB AWARENESS /

OPPORTUNITIES.

ARE THE JOBS

THAT SUPPORT

THE GOALS

AVAILABLE? 

Campus goals

sometimes conflict

with city council

plans (re:

warehouse zoning

changes x air

quality) 

long

distance -

30 miles

each way

nobody

living in my

area

I live more than 40

miles away in a

remote area and

rapid transit to

MVC is not optimal.

lack of existing

carsharing

program for the

college

no public

transit

options

Long distance as

well and more of

a remote area

that I am traveling

from.

IDEA: collaborate

with the city

transportation

system to provide

access to college

IDEA: electric

cars /

charging inf.

long commute

times with public

transportation

AC up,

heating

down

Less TV and

computer and

more reading.

Eventually

buy an

electric

vehicle...

turn off

unnecessary

lights

native plants being

used and drought

tolerant plants to

reduce water usage

 // Xeriscape

landscaping

smart lighting

sensors /

daylighting

concept

seeing the value in

waste / circular

thinking aligned with

peers abroad -- if we

don't need it, we

don't need to do it.  

drip irrigation /

leak detection /

automatic shut-

off / sensors

Solar parking

cover! Dual

program.

accidents

as hurdle

students tend

to be more

local than

faculty

for students: ride

connections / ride

frequency as barrier

(every 30 min. for

example)

green isn't

always the only

beautiful

option.

SOLAR ARRAY X

PARKING location

identified >>

financing up

next. 

FURNITURE

STARTING TO

BECOME MORE

INCLUSIVE OF

DEVICE CHARING.

Expanding our

paperless forms

and electronic

signatures

processes

no plastic

straws,

forks,

knifes, etc

composting bins

/ commercial or

campus

composting

facility

buying

materials that

include

recycling

contents

paperless

courses

dedicated

bins (landfill /

recycle /

compost)

purchase green

products from

office depot

(RCCD won the

Office Depot’s

2020 Green

Award)

reduce food

waste (40%

waste rate

domestically)

extending beyond

pandemic -- faculty

provides computers for

online exams. lab

reports also prepared

digitally. 

lessons learned over

pandemic >>

sustainability

consciousness. 

faculty find students

confirm the desire to

be paperless, as well. 

pesticide

mitigation by

instead using

barn owls for

rodent control

AIR: clean air day in

October -- students

pledged to Clean Air

Coalition goals to build

awareness around

pollution / mitigation. 

I may look into

introducing

'Environmental

Economics'

course.

community

service in

general (Trash

pickup)

label native and

other plants and

include 'fun/useful'

facts about each

repair water

sprinkler

damage if any

We have invested over

$300K to native plant

material and drip

irrigation in the past 5

years. We are currently

using reclaimed water for

all exterior landscape.

Turn off the

water while

brushing your

teeth

Recently installed

touchless bottle fillers to

reduce the amount of

bottles in the landfill @

every building from a

sanitary position (initially)

water saving

shower heads

at your home

leak

detection

water closet

flushing and

GPM analysis

drip irrigation in place

of sprinklers -- still

areas that could be

improved (drip

industry also still

seeing innovation)

bottles provided

by institution to

encourage use

of bottle-fillers.

update district and

campus standards

that specify low

water consumption

fixtures

TRANSNATIONAL FOOD /

JUSTICE RESEARCH AND

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM

>> WATER CONSERVATION

OFTEN TARGET

CONVERSATION. SUPPLY

CHAIN LINKS. 

A gym /

exercise

stations

Outdoor

exercise

stations?

parcourse

fitness trail

informational

signage

around the

campus

sports and

fitness club

FORMALIZE HILL

CLIMB (WITH EQUITY /

ACCESS FOR ALL IN

MIND) >> THIS IS

ALREADY A PATH

DESIRED/USED BY

STUDENTS

COW PATH EXISTING

TO SAS >> PAVE AND

ENCOURAGE THIS

ROUTE ALREADY

BEING FIRMED UP?

places with

greens that

attract insect,

birds

trail

Take a walk or

meditate

SAS(caliber)

natural light

 / seating area

north of SAS

biological

garden

Walking route

example: trail

connected to

campus // hill

behind campus x

views

idea: more

benches to sit

around the

campus.

idea: develop

Native garden in

front of library and

Student Services //

remove turf

community

garden where

users can work

// healthy food

options

tent shades and

more shaded

seating areas

(TREES) / solar

tables / 

outdoor classrooms

desired + some faculty

have lived experience

>> minds do open

differently when

outdoors

BIOLOGY CLASS

USED TO OBSERVE

PINE NEEDLES.

SHADE POCKETS FOR

FERN GROWTH RARE

IN THIS AREA. 

STUDENT

GOVERNMENT HAS

RECEIVED PROPOSAL

>> RESPONSE =

INTENT TO CONVERT

TO PARKING.

AREA IS CURRENTLY

NORTH OF LIBRARY --

SMALL POND AS

LANDMARK. 

campus can field

various zones /

stations >> spreading

folks out encourages

use > decentralized. 

Add smart Stats

to all building to

reduce energy

usage

Interior

faucets on

campus to a

standard

one or two

centralized plant -

look at air cooled

rather than water

rejection

drip

irrigation at

turf areas

comprehensive

dashboard - cost,

energy, water etc.

Facilities

master plan -

addresses a

central plant at

RCC

Add More

EV

charging

Stations

Water -

replace

spray with

drip!

Prop 39

Funding!!

Provide

healther

food for

students

improve

indoor air

quality 

informational

signage for

sustainability

improve

acoustical

system

Academics and
Curriculum

Engagement Trust and
Transparency

Need

occupancy

sensors for

Fabian

Which other

schools are

leading the way,

and how can we

do what they

do?

PAPERLESS!

Online and

digital!

HOW DO WE MAKE

CONNECTIONS?!

Green House?

Sustainable?

Could be

better!

Submitted two

sustainability

degrees!

APPROVED

RCC

Learning

Modules

about

sustainability

Leaves note

to turn lights

off after

cleaning

Course by

course!

Fine tooth

comb!

Communicate

that the

sustainability

lens is crucial!

Program that is

electric/solar

combined

Do while

updating

COR's?

Academic

Senate

involvement on

Sustainability in

EMP's!

Degrees using

current courses

- ties transfer to

UCR

Working with the

City Northside

Heritage Meadows -

Urban Farming!

Partner with CTE

Sierra Club

in Moreno

Valley!! With

MVC!

Solar!

Making

people care

and funding

$$$$$!

Use the

colleges to

spur change

in the region!

Air Quality

Resource

Board!

UCR!!

Issues re:

remote

learning

drought tolerant

plants with

cultural

significance with

signage - QR

codes

Onboarding

Process is being

retooled now -

include the SCAP/

IEMP lens into that

process

sustainability

club need local

sponsorship or

can disappear

lack of

sustainable

facilities to

educate

students 

incongruencies

on campus - we

have a lot of lawn

rather than native

plantings

retooling

onboarding

right now

sustainability

champions program

in second semester -

talk about issue and

how it is being

addressed

<<circle

century grant

approved to

scale up!!

Spoke to

classes about

Operations in

the past.

Drought tolerant

plants ith cultural

significance with

signage to

educate visitors

pilot: drought

tolerant plants

with cultural

significance with

signage

Moreno Valley

sierra club visit -

partnership and

stakeholders

Social media

initiatives to

reach

students

Student

Sustainability

Collective -

Club vs.

Course

Tours

Address

Remote

Workers and

Learners

Inter-campus

student

connection?

Newsletter!!

opportunity to

brand the

sustainability

and climate

action plan

Update

fleet to

electric

vehicles!!

Reduce

mileage!

Switch police

cars from

gas to

electric!

RCC Gas

Tank - for

Campus

Fleet 

Emergency

Planning! -

Do more?

Monica

plan ahead

- never late

to plan

waterless

toilets at

$160/toilet

per year

Recycling

programs

Recycling

program

waterless

toilets

Focus on

water

Recycling:  I don’t know if the college takes whatever

recyclables we do have and sells them, do they?  If they

don’t is that something we can do.  I’m also interested to

know if we have a paper recycling contract with a

company?  I think we generate a ton of paper waste and

really don’t have where to recycle/shred things.

Long term I think it would be cool if Norco developed their

own recycling center and this could be a hub where

community members came to recycle their materials

knowing the school would be benefiting from some of the

profits, in turn this could generate a few student jobs as

well.

We could also potentially host/run electronic recycling events

and again, have the community participate so that we are able

to recycle dangerous items that people tend to throw away

Solar panels:  I think many of us know schools that have utilized

solar panels in their parking lots, with Norco/IE being an area that

gathers a lot of sunlight I feel this is a logical step for us to make.

We can be reducing on carbon footprint by generating some of

our own electricity.  With more people (staff and students)

purchasing electric or plug-in hybrids, we can create charging

stations for our college community both in the staff parking areas

and the student parking areas for folks to charge while they are

working/learning.

Water filling stations:  I know we have a few on campus but feel like we

should have a few more, one by the west end quad, one in our student

center/eatery/DRC building.  This will continue to push students to have

their own water bottles and not have to buy plastic ones

Biodegradable utensils:  For our eatery, we should look at using bamboo forks,

knives and spoons instead of the plastic utensils that we have.  At my wedding my

wife and I bought these items along with “plastic” cups made of corn and they

worked great (maybe replace drink cups with biodegradable ones as well).

Biodegradable food containers ….also having food waste bins so that we collect

uneaten food which could then be give to farmers in our region (or maybe we

have a farmer who has pigs and we can give it to them)

Provide more vegan and

vegetarian options in

cafeteria to reduce carbon

footprint

Can we create loan programs; so that things like books, backpacks

and such can be those books get reused and students who cant

afford them have an option of using this

Public TransportationBiking to campus

Electrical Vehicles / Charging Stations

Remote Work/Learning

Lighting/Electricity

Cooling/Heating

Solar

Car Share

Campus Infrastructure / Planning

Recycling

Reduction

Composting / Food / Landscape Waste

Education / Behavior ModificationTrust in the System

Toilets / Plumbing

Irrigation  Landscape

Meat

Recycled Water

Stormwater

native

landscapes

zeroscaping 

Pesticides

What we heard: Campus Open House Ideas 

Establishing your BASELINES

CAP -

In-

progress!

Emissions

Inventory - Scope

01, 02 in-progress

(no generator

information, or

propane tank)

EUI -

In-

progress!

ZNE /

Electrification -

in-progress

with IEMP

Assessment

of Existing

Buildings - in-

progress

EUI -

In-

progress!

Timeline of

major

equipment /

systems on

campus - in-

progress

Benchmark potable

water - unknown if

this is broken down

between potable /

non

Landscape

zoning map /

irrigation

maps

Adopt

stormwater

management

program

Waste

Assessment -

confirm if we

have the data to

do this.

Total material

consumption

benchmark

ASK FOR

WASTE

DATA PER

RFI

Sustainability of

existing

products and

services

Look at Stars

assessment

too

Sustainable

procurement

policy

Purchase

environmentally

and socially

preferable

electronic products

Assess

existing

fleet

Rolling stock

for potential

electrification

Develop

EV

Charging

stations

Yes, part

of FMP's

Real Food

Commitment

Sustainable

food

purchases?

IN-

PROGRESS

CONFIRM

NEED

DATA

COMPLETE

IN-

PROGRESS

CONFIRM

NEED

DATA

COMPLETE

IN-

PROGRESS

CONFIRM

NEED

DATA

COMPLETE

IN-

PROGRESS

CONFIRM

NEED

DATA

COMPLETE

EDI

committee

EDI

assessment?

Policies

and

programs

for EDI

data collection

for accessibility

and low income

students

Sustainability

committee!

published

plan is in

progress!

Sustainability

committee is

established and

ties into district and

college shared

governance

inventory is

happening at

RCC only

Sustainability

Literacy

Assemsment -

next step!

transfer

pathwaysgreening the

curriculum

working group /

transfer

conversations

Student

Orientation

Employee

Handbook

Professional

Development

Establish

as part of

SCAP

Establish

as part of

SCAP

Establish

as part of

SCAP
Establish

as part of

SCAP

Eco-Systems

Health and Well-being

Not possible

with metering

as is

No Scope 3

information

Greening the Curricula

Campus as a Living Lab

Communications

Education / Advocacy Partnerships

Inter-Campus

Collaboration -

Established

environmental

advocacy

group. 

Seating/ Shading

Signage

Pathways/Trails

Gardens

People

Animals

Exercise

Built environment
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Recycling and 
Waste Reduction

Water 

Energy Use,
Decarbonization
 and 
Climate Justice

Academics and
Curriculum

Engagement

Burrtec!

Trust and
Transparency

EDI

Partnerships

A few reminders...

EDI Partnerships

Where are we headed?

L
O

W
 I

M
P
A
C
T

HIGH EFFORT

H
I
G

H
 I

M
P
A
C
T

LOW EFFORT

Transparency

around the work

that the

Operations team

has been doing

around this work...

Update the

Board Policy

District's

relationship

with

Colleges

Integration

of all

plans!!!!!

Sustainability

Champion /

Staff

Sustainability

needs to be

part of the

standards!

Funding to

implement

sustainability

initiatives!

Streamline

TCO practices

at each

College/

District

STARS

reporting

NEED A

PROCESS!!

Include subject

matter expert in

decisions

around grants!

Explore Grant

opportunities

No updated

standards.

Not engaging

the right

people to

make

decisions

Funding

issues

Spending

$25K on

AQMC

credits

Shared

Governance

is set up

already!

Strong.

District's

relationship

with

Colleges

This process is

starting to make

staff have a

sustainability

lens already!

Current TCO

practices at

each College/

District

District Governance

and Decision Making Funding Standards TCO
Integrated Planning and

Sustainability

Prioritizing Ideas

Establishing our Baselines -
How are we doing today?

Recap Meetings - 
Reporting what we've done!

Baseline
Year

Short-term 
Goal

Long-term 
Goal

60 40 20

System Baselines

Establishing Baselines (Brainstorm!)
See Feel Measure!

Academics and Curriculum

Engagement

ACADEMIC

COURSES

LEARNING

OUTCOMES

Trust and Transparency

SUSTAINABILITY

PROGRAMS -

DEGREES

IMMERSIVE

EXPERIENCE

SUSTAINABILITY

LITERACY

ASSESSMENT

INCENTIVES

FOR

DEVELOPING

COURSES

CAMPUS

AS A

LIVING

LAB

RESEARCH

STUDENT

EDUCATORS

PROGRAM

STUDENT

ORIENTATION

SUSTAINABILITY

CLUBS / EVENTS

OUTREACH

MATERIALS /

PUBLICATIONS

OUTREACH

CAMPAIGN

ASSESSMENT OF

SUSTAINABILITY

CULTURE

EMPLOYEE

EDUCATION

PROGRAM

EMPLOYEE

ORIENTATION

STAFF

TRAINING /

PD

COMMUNITY

PARTNERSHIPS

INTER-CAMPUS

COLLABORATION

CONTINUING

ED.

COMMUNITY

SERVICE

PARTICIPATION

IN PUBLIC

POLICY

TRADEMARK

LICENSING

EMPLOYEE

COMPENSATION

ASSESSING

EMPLOYEE

SATISFACTION

WELLNESS

PROGRAMS

WORKPLACE

HEALTH AND

SAFETY

Sustainability

Coordination

Sustainability

Planning

Inclusive and

Participatory

Governance

Reporting

Assurance

EDI

Diversity and

Equity

Coordination 2

PA 6

Assessing

Diversity and

Equity 1

PA 7 Support for

Underrepresented

Groups 3

PA 8

Affordability

and Access

More

formalized

spaces for

activity!

Support policies

and partnerships

to advocate for

community health

and resiliency

Connection

between a

Common Goal

between RCCD

and community we

serve

Resiliency

10 MINS

5 MINS

10 MINS

5 MINS

15 MINS

EACH!

Clean

Mobility

Options

(CMO) Report

@DLR - this is a community

transportation needs

assessment conducted by

the District in May 20201 for

car-sharing program. This

would inform SCAP ...

Completed

by Colleges!!

Campuses?

Set up

meeting with

each

campuses

EDI groups

committee is

set!

Confirm

all

Prepare for

Board re:

aligning with

state /

system

Get from

City?

Incentives

with city for

metering!

AASHE Stars

Opportunity

for

Innovation!

Health and Well-being

Availability of

healthy,

sustainable

(sourced,

packaged, etc.)

food on campus

Affordability

Use of spaces

identified/created

as healthy (counting

metric

Participation

in programs

supporting

health and

well-being

Engagement

Centers!

Quick surveys

geofenced to

areas on campus

to see how they

feel about the

space

Air quality

measurements?

(UCR has a mobile

lab - possible

partnership?)

More

formalized

spaces for

rejuvination

Workshops about

sustainable health/

wellbeing offered for

both students and

faculty/classified

professionals

Eco-Systems

Flyers and

newsletter ….

they are more

educational

Tree inventory (RCC has a

pretty amazing urban

forest on campus)...we are

working toward becoming

a Tree Campus USA with

Arbor Day foundation

Involve bio

classes to

inventory

biodiversity

on campus

We are always working

to find better ecology

labs for our Bio-1

courses - loads of

students each semester

could collect tons of

data

Bird

collision

issues

MVC -

sparrows /

rodents /

owls

Citizen Science

projects (ie.

Celebrate Urban

Birds) for students

on campus

SSB / Library

and nesting

at MVC

Riverside Corona Resource

Conservation District is less than a

mile away - they have projects

such as installation of bluebird

boxes.  Partner with them?

Pay attention to

chemicals being

used on

landscaping that

might impact

beneficial

organisms

2022-2023 -

Year of

Sustainability!!

College

led

programs!

Let's look at our CEQA

reports for our colleges …

. there is biological, visual

and historical analysis …

these findings could be

integrated in the eco-

system items ….

Hi folks,

Here are contacts at RCC for some of the things we discussed today:

Student Equity Committee:

Marc Sanchez: Marc.Sanchez@rcc.edu

Kristi Woods:  Kristi.Woods@rcc.edu

Faculty Development:

Patricia Avila: Patricia.Avila@rcc.edu

Hope this is helpful!

Tonya

Tonya Huff, Ph.D.

Professor, Life Sciences Department

Faculty Chair, RCC Sustainability Committee

 





Ecosystem

Services (i.e.

Improve Air Quality,

biodiversity, water

management)

Financial

(Emergency

Planning, Protect

Land, risk

assessment,

Diverse Economy)

Human Health

(Address Food

Insecurity/

distribution, Safety,

Healthcare Access,

Clean Potable Water

Access)

Infrastructure

(Reliability and

Access to Transit,

Energy Reliability,

Passive

Survivability)

Social /

Governance

(Community

Engagement,

Emergency

Management

Plans, etc)

Vulnerability

Assessment for

campus

Mitigation

Strategies

5 Dimensions of

Resilience

process

Exceed this

where it's

possible!!

Risk =

probability +

damage

Financial

(Emergency

Planning, Protect

Land, risk

assessment,

Diverse Economy)

Ill prepared to

provide meaningful

support

Temporary shelter

Water and Energy

are all dependent

on outside partners

Earthquake

Balance Cost with

Risk

ie. Solar Initiatives -

and battery

storage

Food bag events,

food pantry

programs for

students and

community!

Home

ISC3 is a diverse, cross-sectoral

network of agencies,

organizations, companies, and

institutions working together to

advance equitable solutions to

create a resilient and thriving

Inland Southern California in the

face of climate change. Working

together to create a resilient

Inland Southern ...

Iscclimatecollaborative

Emergency back

up well

MRV13 filters for

IAQ - already

doing this! -

sunsetting or

keep going?

Lower MRV

rating and

provide outdoor

air

Wildfire Season,

etc.

What is the cost

of INACTION?

Provide

affordable

Student

Housing as a

basic need!

Layer

resiliency

into all

values!

Demand

response

program -

partner with

utility

companies

How often are

you

participating?

http://iscclimatecollaborative.org/

